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The onset of the Covid 19 pandemic has introduced new requirements, with
new plans of actions to be thought of and ‘new normal’ constructed in order to
cope with the changing social and economic norms. New Town Kolkata city
authorities are committed to mitigating the effects of the Covid 19 pandemic,
and to that end, have been introducing multiple measures in the forms of
innovative interventions to check the spread of the deadly virus, while also
ensuring the convenience as well as safety of the citizens with respect to the
new normal.

In line with this vision, New Town Kolkata Green Smart
City Corporation Limited (NKGSCCL), in collaboration
with New Town Kolkata Development Authority
(NKDA) and West Bengal Housing Infrastructure
Development Corporation (WBHIDCO) had organized
an awareness session on contactless transactions for
toto (e-rickshaw) operators within New Town on 30th

June 2020, in the first floor conference room of Swapno
Bhor. The session was inaugurated by Hon’ble
Chairman, WBHIDCO, NKDA and NKGSCCL, Sri
Debashis Sen, who encouraged the toto operators to
adopt contactless payment mode, and explained how it
would keep them as well as those around them safe.

Hon’ble Chairman 
addressing the participants



The session primarily aimed at familiarizing the toto operators with digital
transactions and contactless payments ecosystem to help them easily adopt it
for their daily transactions. A representative from a digital payment gateway
provider PayU was invited to speak at the session and help the toto operators
understand a contactless payments system, which would be useful for them.

It was explained to the participants how by simply scanning a QR code, they
would be able to take the ride payments from their customers/riders in a
completely hassle-free and touchless manner.

The session was conducted, while strictly maintaining social distancing, with
every chair being placed at a distance from the other, thus ensuring no physical
contact between the participants.

Social distancing being maintained at the session

The event was a success with 46
toto operators participating in the
session, with eagerness to adopt a
contactless payment system in their
daily business. The PayU
representative distributed 50
application forms for inducting toto
operators into their digital
platform, and explained all the
nitty gritty to the toto operators for
a better understanding of the
system.

5 toto operators had a few questions, which were addressed and clearly
answered. Some of the typical queries were regarding time taken for the money
to be credited to the toto operator’s account, whether the platform is a free one,
which e-wallets/banking apps are compatible with this platform, and finally
how would the toto operators be notified of the digital fare payment made by
the rider.

These queries were responded by the PayU representative - it takes about 1-2
business days for the money to be credited to the toto owner’s account; the
platform can be used free of cost, and it is compatible with 100 e-wallet and
banking apps; and the toto operator would be notified of the rider’s payment
with an instant SMS.



MORE SNIPPETS FROM THE SESSION

FREE HOMEOPATHY MEDICINE AND MASK COUNTER

As a preventive
measure against
Covid 19, a counter
for free distribution
of immunity boosting
homeopathic
medicine and masks
was also set up at the
event venue.

Medicine and masks were distributed to 76 people from the counter.


